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The widespread application of advanced information technologies has dramatically affected United States fighting forces. Senior leaders at all levels that came of age as principals before the technological revolution of the 90's have struggled to take full advantage of modern information technology. Information technology exploitation strategies have been further complicated by the now omnipresent Joint and Combined nature of our operations. Key leaders need to more fully embrace the comprehensive strategy already available to take full advantage of this explosion in capability. This work examines the Army’s current knowledge management strategy and suggests that a consistent construct is required at the CORPS and Division level to fully exploit current information technology capabilities in a joint and combined environment. This construct is required to move our fighting forces beyond the simplistic incorporation of the latest information technology hardware and software to a more deliberate knowledge management strategy: the logical extension of the information age technology and network-centric operations to effective Knowledge Management. This organizational construct should be disciplined enough to resist the latest hardware/software solution of the day and agile enough to readily adopt innovative information technology solutions addressing critical organizational information sharing and knowledge management challenges.
The widespread application of advanced information technologies in the modern battle space has dramatically impacted our fighting forces. The miracle of modern communications and the ubiquitous presence of the microprocessor have combined to create a growing level of battle space awareness that previously was unachievable if even imaginable. This improved battle space awareness coupled with an equally unparalleled ability to act on that awareness while significantly enhancing our force capabilities has also significantly challenged our leaders. Senior leaders who came of age as principals before the technological revolution of the 90's have struggled to fully capitalize on the broader implications of modern information and communications technology and to take full advantage of its benefits. Information technology exploitation strategies have been further complicated by the pressing need to fully facilitate the Joint and Combined nature of our current and future operations and the ever accelerating pace of technological change. Key senior leaders need to step out in accordance with joint and service guidance to employ innovative organizational strategies to take full advantage of the information technology revolution at the Joint and Combined Task Force level. Aggressive strategies employed both in institutional and field Army as applied systematically in support of joint and combined task force operations will allow U.S. forces to move beyond the simplistic incorporation of the latest hardware solutions to a more deliberate high payoff solution. The deliberate management of key changes in doctrine, organizations, training, material, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF) will lead to the deliberate logical extension of the information age environment and network centric warfare to an effective knowledge enabled force. The construct must be disciplined enough across the DOTMLPF to transcend the normal propensity to chase the latest hardware solution of the day and yet aggressive enough to move forward in a substantive and deliberate fashion to effectively address the fundamental issues of organizational collaboration and warfighting effectiveness.

From the earliest sparks of intelligence, mankind has continually advanced over the millennia at an ever accelerating rate. We have moved forward from the most primitive of social structures, characterized by cave dwellings and foraging for food, to complex organizational constructs exemplified by vast living complexes of finely engineered steel, concrete and glass with foods now produced, processed, and prepackaged for our convenience. Unlike just a hundred years ago, we live in a world that our fathers could not have imagined while our
children are growing up in a technology driven world that we have ever more difficulty comprehending. Just as society at large is advancing at an ever dizzying pace so are our means to make war. Our armed forces cannot afford the traditional military conservatism of past times for creative innovation [in war] has been speeding up. It took at least two hundred years for the Gunpowder Revolution to come to fruition (c. 1500-1700); one hundred and fifty years for the First Industrial Revolution (c. 1750-1900); forty years for the Second Industrial Revolution (c. 1900-1940); and just thirty years for the Information Revolution (c. 1970-2000). That means that keeping up with the pace of change is getting harder than ever, and the risks of getting left behind are rising.¹

As is oft times stated the only constant in our Army is change, unfortunately that axiom must be adjusted to reflect the ever more daunting reality of accelerating change particularly in the information domain. The 2005 Capstone Concept for Joint Operations recognizes that

while the nature of war will remain a violent clash of wills between armed groups pursuing advantageous political ends, the conduct of future warfare will include combinations of conventional and unconventional, kinetic and non-kinetic, and military and nonmilitary actions and operations, all of which add to the increasing complexity of the future security environment.²

Given that as Martin Van Creveld asserts “war is completely permeated by technology and governed by it”,³ we must put in place the people, principles and institutions that can effectively govern that rapidly advancing technology.

One of the fundamental forces changing the dynamics of our global, social, and political structures is the ongoing explosion in information and communications technology. It is all but impossible to imagine our modern force successfully waging war without the all pervasive personal computer and information networks that stretch across the battle space to provide today’s unprecedented access and ability to manipulate information. These advances have facilitated an unprecedented level of military proficiency and recent success cementing the United States position as the sole reigning superpower in the world. But “technology alone rarely confers an insurmountable military edge; tactics, organization, training, leadership, and other products of an effective bureaucracy are necessary to realize the full potential of new inventions.”⁴ Although, the current combination of information and communications technologies is being molded into the network centric warfare paradigm, further change is required to keep our forces moving ahead of our adversaries. “History is full of examples of superpowers failing to take advantage of important Revolutions in Military Affairs…The warning that appears at the bottom of mutual fund advertisements applies to geopolitics: Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.”⁵ Certainly the information technology explosion
is no different than the technology boom at large and continues to require our study and innovation.

“No technical advance by itself made a revolution; it was how people responded to technology that produced seismic shifts in warfare.”

“The way to gain a military advantage, therefore, is not necessarily to be the first to produce a new tool or weapon. Often it is to figure out better than anyone else how to utilize a widely available tool or weapon.”

I maintain that as we continue to refine our network centric concepts of war we must aggressively explore the next level of 21st century knowledge enabled operations across the entire joint force organization. Our efforts must progress beyond the optimized connection of shooter to sensor to decision maker to facilitate a knowledge enabled force; a force that maximizes the full potential of all the elements of each of its warfighting headquarters as well as its forward formations. Several organizational initiatives are underway to incorporate knowledge management concepts and structure at the COCOM level within our force; but, these initiatives must be further extended down to our forward warfighting formations. One of the means to accomplish this is by fully supporting a DOTMLPF facilitated Army knowledge management structure across the entire Army force structure with increased emphasis on those headquarters that will form the base of Joint Task Force elements.

Knowledge Management as a Concept for Capturing Innovation and Achieving Decision Dominance

Knowledge Management is defined as a deliberate, systematic business optimization strategy that selects, distills stores, organizes, packages and communicates information essential to the business of a company or organization in a manner that improves employee performance and corporate competitiveness. As our forces move beyond the developing network-centric warfare concepts connecting the sensor, shooter, and decision maker, a natural evolution and maturation is required in our information processes. The globally connected world of today mandates that our forces nurture, embrace and manage fundamental changes in our organizations. The accelerating information capabilities permeating our force require us to adopt a disciplined information exchange change process that recognizes the value of our current structure and yet seeks organizational innovation. The Defense Quadrennial Review calls for an ongoing “shift of emphasis to meet [this] new strategic environment” to include a shift “from an emphasis on ships, guns, tanks and planes – to focus on information, knowledge and actionable intelligence.” This ability to capitalize on local innovation and successfully incorporate that innovation into a facilitating organizational framework is clearly critical as we push information technology enablers further down into our warfighting organizations. We need
to create the structure and people that are able to serve as expert organizational facilitators in our rapidly evolving information technology environment. The business world is showing us every day that “the further we push out the boundaries of knowledge and innovation the more the next great value breakthroughs…will come from putting together disparate things that you would not think of as going together.” Thus to foster the development of a knowledge enabled force; a force that maximizes the full potential of all the elements of its warfighting headquarters, a disciplined standardized knowledge management team is required to both create and capitalize on these growing innovative opportunities.

A resourced Knowledge management strategy is the facilitating foundation in “an organization committed to ubiquitous communications and invisible technology, where through information sharing and organizational learning built on trust and respect, people at all levels can make and implement efficient and agile decisions.” Constituent members of Joint Task Forces today are empowered with connectivity, access and the ability to exchange tremendous amounts of information in a routine manner. To fully leverage our information exchange advantage however, our warfighting culture, people, and organizations must adapt. Knowledge management processes and structure must be built to readily evolve the current processes and adopt the requisite technologies. The full spectrum of leaders, staff, and troops must be committed to change that will allow our warfighting formations’ fundamental culture to be adapted to the new reality of ubiquitous information technology enablers. Our Army must fully accept the requirement to facilitate this cultural change with the right organizational and personnel changes to institutionalize knowledge management as a respected organizational process critical to the organization’s success. Finally, the leaders of our organization must recognize that technology is only an enabler and not the essence of the knowledge revolution underway. For our Army to truly operate as an adaptive knowledge enabled part of a joint and combined force we must actively address culture, people, organizations and lastly technology to actively adapt and grow.

Culture

“A commitment to managing knowledge more effectively almost always requires better knowledge sharing among individuals, groups, and operating units to improve organizational learning and overall performance.” While our armed forces have always placed a premium on teamwork and organizational success, a culture of even greater information sharing must be realized. Every member of an organization contributes to the culture in some manner. The history, style of leadership, structural stability, level of workforce empowerment and the ability to
adapt to a changing environment all contribute to the culture of an organization. Even in high performing organizations committed to change there are many cultural factors that may inhibit knowledge transfer. They are called inhibitors because they slow or prevent transfer and are likely to erode some of the knowledge as it tries to move through organizations. These may include: lack of trust; differences in cultures, vocabularies, frames of reference; lack of time and meeting places, narrow ideas of productive work; status and rewards only going to knowledge owners; lack of absorptive capacity in recipients; belief that knowledge is the prerogative of particular groups, along with intolerance for mistakes or need for help. To overcome these cultural challenges remaining within the Army, a serious commitment to change management will be required to gain and facilitate a full understanding of the cultural barriers to an integrated joint force knowledge environment. Once we begin to understand the culture of our joint formations, we can begin to understand who all the key people are and how an organizational structure can be optimized to institutionalize effective change in the context of the organizations knowledge processes.

People and Organizations

In order for a truly knowledge based organization to be fully effective, it cannot allow itself to be stymied by bureaucratic, overly compartmented, classic staff management and reporting procedures. The physical and virtual walls must be removed to facilitate more open lines of communication and the focused ability to rapidly share information internally, externally, horizontally as well as vertically. The key to achieving this goal is a determined, disciplined effort to gain, maintain and reinforce trust among organizational members at all levels. The basic functions of personnel, intelligence, operations, logistics and communications can not be seen as individual centers of gravity but rather parts of a larger interacting decision facilitator. Knowledge can be described as the capacity for effective action or decision making in the context of the organization. Thus understanding how the organizational and its people intertwine will facilitate the full implementation of a crucial knowledge management process that is agile and adaptable enough to respond in today’s accelerating information technology environment. Given that effective knowledge management requires one to constantly evaluate the current bureaucratic systems and the organization’s changing people in the context of the fundamental facilitating technology, it is imperative to have a disciplined knowledge management process to assist the force commander.
Processes

As knowledge management continues to mature and evolve, it is clear that real success does not come from simply grafting knowledge activities onto existing work processes. Instead, the knowledge management process has to be mixed and “baked” into key knowledge work processes. How the future force creates, shares, and applies knowledge must be blended across the organization’s analysts, operators, and executers on a continuous basis. Explicit linkages must exist between knowledge management and the fundamental processes it is designed to facilitate. The linkages must specify how knowledge should be imported to and exported from the organization, when and how in the organization this knowledge should be used, and what difference it should make in the outcome. Further, as the joint force organizational processes are modified, it will be important to ensure these linkages are established with a clear understanding of the mission, culture, people, organizational goals and available technology.

Technology as an Enabler Not a Solution

Although the phenomenon of knowledge management was given birth, to a large degree, by the appearance of the Internet and its brethren, intranets and extranets; fundamentally knowledge management is more about people and corporate/organizational culture than it is about technology. Unless the organization’s culture encourages knowledge sharing in a specific work context, then applying IT to knowledge transfer problems will have almost no impact. Except in unusual cases, leading with a technology-based solution is a recipe for failure. The Army’s knowledge management solution provides for a loose pairing between technology and staff architectures so that existing technology infrastructure facilitates the evolution of the staff processes that can be leveraged when in a joint environment. It is essential to tie not only technology, but processes, people, organization and culture together in order to achieve a viable information sharing environment that can withstand the stresses combat in our constantly changing task force organizations.

The Army Strategic Knowledge Management Plan as a Construct for Implementation

Given the essential nature of knowledge management to the successful organization, it is imperative that information sharing across the organization be actively managed. Recognizing this fact, the Army’s approach to knowledge management integrates and establishes a systematic approach to identifying, managing, and sharing enterprise-wide information assets. Today’s volatile climate demands a new attitude and approach… actions must be anticipatory, adaptive, and based on a faster cycle of knowledge creation retention and distribution.
Mastering our use of the full range of information products now available across our force organizations is absolutely essential if we wish to achieve, maintain and exploit information, knowledge and decision superiority on the battlefield. The concept of Knowledge Management attempts to secure the learning experiences, as well as the work products, of the individuals who comprise an organization because those captured and exploited experiences and products in fact represent “the capacity for effective action or decision making in the context of organizational activity.”

The Department of the Army, G6/CIO has written a comprehensive Strategic Plan for Army knowledge management. This plan recognizes that becoming a knowledge-based organization involves more than technologies – it requires deep cultural shifts – from traditional practices to collaboration, teamwork and innovation; from information sharing to knowledge sharing; from stovepipe to enterprise processes; and from traditional skills to Internet-Age competencies. The Army’s construct applied consistently to Army tactical headquarters can more readily enable the Joint Force’s interagency and intra-agency information environment and build a more effective knowledge based joint force.

The Army’s concept for knowledge management is consistent with the Decision Superiority concepts of the Department of Defense and is essential to it. The National Military Strategy states that “Decision Superiority is the process that enables you to make decisions better and faster than an adversary – it is essential to executing a strategy based on speed and flexibility.” It further states that we will turn our information superiority into a competitive advantage [our] adversary cannot match: decision superiority. Just as the Army knowledge management strategy recognizes the need for cultural and organizational change, so too the National Military Strategy recognizes that decision superiority requires new ways of thinking about acquiring, integrating, using and sharing information. It necessitates new ideas for developing architectures for command, control and communications and computers (C4) as well as the intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) assets that provide knowledge of our adversaries. The Army can facilitate the tactical Joint task force’s ability achieve these goals as by remaining committed to effective knowledge management and the continued expansion and implementation of its knowledge management strategic plan.

The Army knowledge management strategic plan was developed to be applicable across the entire Army Enterprise: Active Army, DA Civilians, Army Reserves, and National Guard, during both peace and war. Its goals are to be achieved at all levels across the enterprise, with an emphasis on standardized, enterprise-level mission and business practices. It is a construct applicable to the Joint Forces as well as the institutional Army. The aggressive
application of the guiding thirteen principles of Army knowledge management can speed the institutionalization of the knowledge management program. Then this solid and standardized foundation can further set the conditions for the joint force’s success ensuring that our forces consistently maintain decision superiority as they are deployed into battle.

First, business rules, processes and information across the enterprise must be standardized. This is especially true when our warfighting formations are involved in joint and combined force efforts which interact with multiple national and international agencies on a daily basis. By broadening standards across each of our components, information-sharing at all force levels can be capitalized.

Second, unnecessary duplication, incompatibility and redundancy of data, systems and business practices must be eliminated. The Capstone Concept for Joint Operations highlights the need to eliminate duplication, incompatibilities and redundancy further legitimizing the responsibility and authority of the joint force commander and supporting service components to take action to ensure compatibility compliance. This requires a change management program that looks at the Army enterprise and beyond to take human dynamics and human needs as well as equipments into account. A consistent change management program enables true change to be realized controlled and exploited.

Third, information must be captured and validated only once, and then reused across the enterprise. This will ensure burden sharing and division of labor occurs in order to achieve Joint Capstone Concept envisioned efficiencies across the joint force while increasing confidence in the joint force’s information. Organizational staffs must accept that their information belongs to the corporate organization first, every member!

Fourth, reuse before buying or building new. Army headquarters that will serve as Joint Task Force headquarters need to assess available assets and develop processes and equipment solutions based on best practices and appropriate and interoperable technologies. The adaptation of information processes does not necessarily require new hardware; but does require new ways to exploit hardware on hand and a methodical planned disciplined acquisition strategy.

Fifth, emphasize cooperative strategies for satisfying the common needs of soldiers and civilians across the enterprise. Given that knowledge management is primarily a human endeavor, a key component of a successful program requires that it meet a need of both the enterprise whole and its constituent members as well to be successful.

Sixth, enable and accelerate sound decision-making through architecture-based analysis and evaluation. In order to analyze, evaluate and manage knowledge, one must inventory the
organizations knowledge components. The Army approach distinguishes between explicit and tacit knowledge elements. Explicit knowledge refers to what has been documented and available to everyone. Tacit knowledge refers to what an individual holds in his/her possession such as insights, hunches and judgment. Once this is understood, the means in which to manage these information assets can be effectively designed and executed.

Seventh, ensure security and protection of sensitive information. While serving as a prime enabler of the information age, cyberspace also serves as the “perfect environment” where asymmetric foes can strike “indirectly, invisibly, and from their perspective, undetected”. The Internet presents a tremendous vulnerability to the protection of our national information. In the wild wild west of the internet connected world security remains paramount and must be accomplished by using trusted networks, acceptable procedures and technology designed into our processes.

Eighth, reduce the total cost of Information Technology / Information Management. With DOD’s move to Defense Knowledge Online, service components and joint headquarters are now able to design, purchase and implement enterprise solutions consistent across the entire defense community. This consistent approach has the potential to drastically reduce costs associated with training, maintenance, life-cycle management and information sustainment.

Ninth, use continuous improvement and evolutionary transformation. As transformational organizations solidify, Army headquarters must effect change within their formations to ensure the future joint and combined task forces to which they are assigned are able to organize seamlessly. It is imperative they liaise with key external organizations and consider international agencies as well. Fusion Cells need to be a component of each operation center and knowledge management function and responsibility needs to reside in each. Fusion cells will act as the “trusted” traffic cops for information flow when problems arise between organizations, formalizing and expediting the information flow process and allowing continuous improvement and evolutionary transformation to occur.

Tenth, integrate performance management in every decision process. Measuring and being able to accurately articulate success is paramount to continued success while at the same time exceptionally difficult. Technical measures such as time savings, cost savings and cost avoidance must be balanced with more intangible measures such as process value added and decision confidence. Knowledge managers must continually work to establish active feedback between performance measures and business processes.

Eleventh, post before processing. This processing method when incorporated into a knowledge process allows items to be properly critiqued, reviewed and vetted for accuracy prior
to distribution or placing in a repository. Information is made available to all members of the organization in a timely and yet credible manner. Levels of reliability and applicability are thereby bolstered and information products are more useful and immediate when dealing with massive amounts of data and information.

Twelfth, everyone is a “teacher,” everyone is a “learner”. As a result of information sharing being such a critical and yet abstract endeavor, the more decentralized and pervasive the process of managing, posting and obtaining information becomes, the more successful knowledge management will become. “Often, organizations need to be made aware that their performance is determined by the day-to-day actions of all.” Therefore, every individual must be proficient to add value to the overall organization and holistically enable the synergistic effect of knowledge management.

And finally, every human interaction is viewed as an opportunity to acquire and share knowledge. In the operational world of the joint force, every interaction must be an opportunity to quickly distribute information to the necessary agent in a timely manner. Knowledge management will be the process that maximizes “the human capacity (potential and actual) to take effective action in varied and uncertain situations. Strong leaders must help challenge the status quo and help the joint task force to facilitate knowledge operations.

Implementation

Thus armed with the organizational tenants of an effective knowledge management strategy, a comprehensive approach that includes education, training and promotion can continually address changing organizational, cultural informational needs. Within the Joint Force, a dedicated informed and disciplined team must assist members not permanently assigned as well as those organic to the task force to adapt to the organization. The team can build a strong organizational culture to carry the organization through the turmoil of task organization while remaining effective. Education, essential to ensure the theory behind the information sharing vision is clear, can answer the inevitable “why” questions with sound reasoning and build a foundation of understanding throughout the organization as change is facilitated. Once the processes and technology are established, training must allow the members of the organization to experience the new information-sharing environment in a “lab” setting where clarifying questions can be asked and issues addressed prior to integrating the new behavior into the everyday work routines. New human behaviors and paradigm shifting practices will be instituted; therefore, the organization must provide the necessary support to
ensure success.\textsuperscript{51} Upfront reassurance; positive reinforcement and consistent demonstrations of success will greatly expedite the learning and implementation process.

Also key is the consistent promotion of the knowledge management concept. The future information sharing environment and benefits must be clearly articulated and envisioned by all members. A steady barrage of encouragement and motivation by organizational leadership will expedite success. After the education and training phases are complete and the new behaviors are in place on a day-to-day basis, various and creative incentives must also be offered to encourage positive reinforcement over an already negative and distrustful cultural environment.\textsuperscript{52} Only through an eventual change management cultural will we see unnecessary duplication, incompatibility and redundancy of data, systems and business practices permanently eliminated.

The methodology the Army has adopted to achieve knowledge superiority is through the achievement of five major goals. The initial step is to integrate knowledge management concepts and current best practices to continue to develop the knowledge-based force. This is followed by the adoption and implementation of Army cultural changes across the tactical level of the Army in order to become a knowledge-based organization at all levels. Joint forces can then harness organizational human capitol to truly create knowledge-based organizations, followed by institutionalizing an Army-Like Knowledge staffs. Lastly, the joint force must manage the information structure as a system of systems to enhance capabilities and efficiencies.\textsuperscript{53}

Technology alone will never solve the growing information-sharing problem. However, once a knowledge management framework has been firmly implemented, then technology is capable of taking the organization to the next level of information awareness and decision effectiveness that very few thought originally possible.

**Enabling Technology Tools**

There are currently five categories of technology tools that can be used to support knowledge management activities. They are learning tools, content tools, discovery tools, relationship tools and collaboration tools.\textsuperscript{54} The learning tools and the content tools support the transfer of knowledge and the building of a repository. The discovery tools are used to generate new knowledge from mounds of existing data, and thus they support knowledge creation.\textsuperscript{55} The relationship tools support decisions in business processes by uncovering the preferences and needs of consumers, agents and organizations. Hence, they are used to create, transfer and build repositories of knowledge.\textsuperscript{56} Collaborative tools enable a knowledge environment in which participants share data, information, knowledge, perceptions, ideas, and concepts.\textsuperscript{57} The classic
military example of collaborative planning brings various actors with different functional and geographic areas of responsibility together to focus their attention on achieving assigned missions. The team gains a common understanding of the situation; exploits their differential knowledge, expertise, information and capabilities; and organizes the activities they control in time and space. The collaborating team avoids interference and benefits from a synergistic effect. Technology tools that are available today have the capability to allow us to work in an environment from unclassified through top-secret levels, as well as with multinational partners. They allow us to do both voice and text chat and share a common operational view amongst those participating in the collaborative session. Advanced White Boarding is now commonplace, as well as multiple virtual workspaces.

The Joint Forces Command is making great strides in the collaborative field. They are actively pursuing a Virtual Information Warehouse as well as a Common Operating Picture. The Virtual Information Warehouse is a conceptual initiative that aims at establishing a primary repository for information and knowledge products necessary for joint operations in a collaborative environment. The technology will allow access to information, which will be available in or through the “warehouse” and transparent to the user. The Common Operating Picture is important to collaboration and an essential contributor to shared situational awareness and understanding. It is a single identical display of relevant information shared by multiple users, organizations and commands across an entire theater. These concepts and capabilities are crucial to successful operations, especially when trying to orchestrate and synchronize complex knowledge elements across the joint force as well as in an interagency and multinational effort. Consistent with these concepts, the Army is continuing to move expand the use of its Web-based Enterprise Portal as an individual user’s personalized point of entry to information. It has the potential to link into their virtual warehouse, once the concept fully matures.

While search and information retrieval has made real advances in the past decade, most searchers simply cannot review scores of returned search results and manually cull them for useful knowledge. Even when dealing with the most highly relevant results, result sets can quickly number into the hundreds or thousands, rapidly outstripping human capacity to process and absorb them. Recent advances in this field have focused on using taxonomies to categorize or organize information into meaningful frameworks that reduce information overload and add some logical structure that humans can rapidly navigate to find high concentrations of topic-specific, related information. Taxonomies are flexible structures, as they can be developed to cover many different topics to any desired level of granularity. Many standards or
industry-accepted taxonomies are becoming readily available and key search and classification vendors are making good use of taxonomies, thus provoking an information retrieval paradigm-shift long understood by library scientists.66

And lastly, just over the horizon there is the emergence of a new combination of information architectures. These are the newly developed intelligent networks, semantic web and synthetic information architectures, along with federated super-sized data systems. The semantic web will provide the ability to use Extended Markup Language (XML) and web ontology language to quickly gain meaning from the web. The idea will be to gain more context from the web rather than just scores of information and data. These emerging technologies, along with the tools previously discussed, will finally make it possible to provide real-time access to distributed data while protecting privacy and providing full security controls to the owners of each discreet data element.67 This brief survey of the available and emerging tool sets readily shows the complexity of the knowledge management technology environment. And given the substantial costs in terms of time, resources the risk associated with a knowledge strategy at any level in our Army. These tools can not simply be pushed into the CORPS and Division staffs without the facilitating promotion, training and education.

Conclusion

It is imperative our tactical headquarters have a consistent knowledge management structure across the Army at the CORPS and Division level. The future joint force must be able to share knowledge effectively both internally and externally with key interagency partners in a way that moves beyond the basics supplied by the classic liaison officer from each of the key supporting organizations. Consistently structured knowledge management staffs with the requisite responsibilities, authority and training need to exist at standing Army CORPS and Division headquarters organizations to ensure fluid information exchange processes are maintained and constantly adapted to the operational and technical environment. Trusted networks need to be established along with agreed procedures and biometrics for auditing and authentication. The intent should be to become a living information organization that continually seeks to eliminate staff seams and stove piped information flows. The staff will identify which information exchanges occurred only incidentally and put in place procedures and technologies to pass information to keep each other more than intermittently satisfied.

The construct and processes of knowledge management need to be further implemented by taking the current best practices and institutionalizing them in our transformational CORPS and Division headquarters. "While the U.S. armed forces have made some major strides in
recent decades, especially in getting different branches to work more closely together, they still have a long way to go before they have an organizational structure that makes the most effective use of their high-tech equipment. Enterprise technical solutions must be applied in a system of systems paradigm to ensure rapid information exchange with the goal of achieving total knowledge and information dominance over our adversaries while remaining agile and adaptable. An initial practical solution can include a standardized integrated knowledge management portal, effective knowledge repository, and an expertise locator, linked to a collaboration tool. As additional technological solutions become available they can be systematically inserted within and across the CORPS and Divisions in an efficient and effective enterprise manner.

The greatest mistake the United States can make is to allow itself to believe the current level of information sharing is sufficient to keep our forces preeminent in the world. “Defeating an insurgency still requires the kind of messy, block-by-block fighting that many thought had been rendered obsolete by the dawn of the Information Age. Operation Iraqi Freedom showed that there were still some things that not even the most advanced machines could do.” The establishment of a consistent organization construct in the form of a standardized knowledge management team along with implementing key technical solutions will ensure our forces evolve at the CORPS and Division level beyond current disjointed and rudimentary technical efforts. The Army must resist its normal tendency to focus on hardware and technology and focus on the more difficult challenges of organizational structures, staff processes and fundamental information constructs. “Jeff Wacker, who works as the futurist for Electronic Data Systems Corporation (EDS), once wrote a company memo predicting which jobs would not be around in fifteen or twenty years. His first category was the CIO. “There will still be a CIO,” he wrote, “but the chief information officer will be replaced with a chief integration officer. Information technology will be so fully embedded in every aspect of a business that the IT organization will move away from technology to the integration of business processes.” Only by implementing a standardized, integrating CORPS and Division Army knowledge management solution can our Army lead joint and combined task forces move beyond the beginnings of network-centric warfare. Standardized knowledge management can create a synergistic effect between people, processes, technology and organizations further achieving the vision of successful complimentary Joint forces. Information and knowledge sharing be realized and allow the United States Armed forces to move beyond network centric concepts to a truly knowledge enabled force capable of dominating our adversaries through the 21st century.
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